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10-15 minutes allotted timeIf you will have any questions while I go through this slides, you can send it via chat and we will answer it later during Q and A session.
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Wellcome Trust’s three new discovery research 
schemes enable researchers to do bold, ambitious, 
and creative discovery research that has the potential 
to improve human life, health and wellbeing.

Discovery Research
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Focus on fundamental research questions “Venture to the unknown” Will not support translationally focused research, where the outcome will be an intervention or some drug discovery-  Michael Dunn, Director of Discovery Research, Wellcome.All discipline



Overview
1. Discovery Research Schemes

◦Early-Career Awards 
◦Career Development Awards 
◦Discovery Awards 

2. Eligibility
3. Duration of funding
4. Funding level
5. Key dates
6. How to apply



Schemes at a glance

Career Development 
Awards

For mid-career 
researchers to drive 
innovative programmes
and become international 
research leaders

Early-Career Awards
For early-career 
researchers from any 
discipline to develop 
their research identity 
and be ready to lead an 
independent programme

Discovery Awards
For established 
researchers and teams 
to pursue bold and 
creative research ideas 
to deliver significant 
shifts in understanding

•Bold. Creative. High quality.
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Bold. Deliver a significant shift in understanding and/or it provides a significant advance over existing methodologies or techniques. It has the potential to stimulate new and innovative research.Creative. Your proposed approach is novel – it develops and tests new concepts, or combines existing ideas in a new way.High quality. It is well-designed, clear, supported by evidence and the proposed outcomes/outputs are feasible.Wellcome will review your research proposal, skills and experience, and research environment.



Early-Career Awards
Eligibility

• Completed a PhD
• At least four years' equivalent research experience
• Or have some postdoctoral experience but no more than three years
Funding level
• Salary and up to £400,000 for research expenses 
Duration of funding
• 5 years (longer if part-time basis)
Application deadline
• 26 October 2021 17.00 BST
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-ready to design, plan and deliver your own innovative research project-you have advance understanding in your field-develop methodologies, conceptual frameworks, tools or techniques that could benefit health-related researchYou should choose a research environment that provides you with the appropriate training, resources and experience to deliver your project and develop your research skills and identity. We encourage you to move away from your current research environment. This may mean moving from your group or department, but it is not essential to move organisations.



Early-Career Awards
What are offered
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You can ask for your salary.We will fund the total cost of your salary for the entire period of the grant.You can only receive one salary.Your salary should be based on the pay scales of the host organisation that will be employing you. It should include:your basic salaryemployer’s contributions, including any statutory obligations (for example, National Insurance contributions if you’re based in the UK) and pension scheme costsany incremental progression up the salary scalelocally recognised allowances such as London allowance.You should not include:any potential promotion costsany Wellcome fellowship supplement that was part of a previous grant.



Career Development Awards
Eligibility

• Completed one or two substantial periods of research after your initial 
training

• Made important contributions to your area of research.
• Experience of working collaboratively. Directed, or closely guided, the work 

of others.
Funding level
• Salary and the resources you need (No limit set)
• Duration of funding
• 8 years (longer if part-time basis)
Application deadline
• 16 November 2021 17.00 BST
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If you do not have a permanent post, we will provide your salary.If you have a permanent post, you can only ask for your salary if you are based in a low- or middle-income country and you hold a permanent, open-ended or long-term rolling contract that states that you have to get your salary from external grant funding.If this is the case, you will have to contribute at least 20% of your research time to this programme.Your host organisation must confirm:that your employment contract states you must get salary recovery from external grant fundingthat they will underwrite the salary and post for the period of time that you will be working on the grant.We will fund the total cost of your salary for the entire period of the grant.You can only receive one salary.At the point of application, you may also have been appointed to your first permanent, open-ended or long-term rolling contract. If this applies to you, you cannot ask for your own salary with this award unless you are based in a low- or middle-income country. You must be able to contribute at least 80% of your research time to the award.No limit with the funding but should justify your budget. It does not have to be 8 years. Be bold, be ambitious, but be realistic.



Career Development Awards
What are offered
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Have the same offer with early career except limitation in Salary, and relocation allowance. If you do not have a permanent post, Wellcome Trust will provide your salary. You can only receive one salary.If you have a permanent post, you can only ask for your salary if you are based in a low- or middle-income country and you hold a permanent, open-ended or long-term rolling contract that states that you have to get your salary from external grant funding.We will cover the salary costs of up to 4 Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) staff, full or part-time, who will work on your project. Staff members typically include research assistants or technicians employed on your grant.You can ask for more staff costs (in addition to the 4 FTE staff) if you need:specialist service staff, for example data analysis, fieldwork and clinical studiessupport because you or a member of staff employed on your grant is disabled or has a long-term health condition – see 'Disability-related adjustment support'.We do not provide studentships on this award. But if you employ a research assistant on your grant, you can ask for the costs to cover their PhD fees. You can ask for PhD fees for one research assistant at a time on your grant.Assessment criteriaWe will review your research proposal, skills and experience, and research environment.



Discovery Awards
Eligibility

Lead applicant
• International research leader, leading innovative and creative research
• A track record of managing and training others
• Have a permanent, open-ended or long-term rolling contract
• Co-applicants can be at any career stage and based anywhere in the world
Funding level
• The resources you need for your research (No limit set)
Duration of funding: 8 years (longer if part-time basis)
Application deadline:11 November 2021 17.00 BST
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The research can be in a single discipline or multidisciplinary.An award can be held by an established researcher or a team of researchers led by an established researcher. 



Discovery Awards
What are offered
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Similar provisions with other Awards. However, the award does not include salary costs for the lead applicant. Your salary must be paid by your host organisation for the duration of the award.CoapplicantsIf any coapplicant employed on your grant holds a permanent, open-ended or long-term rolling contract that states that they have to get their salary from external grant funding, you can ask us for this in your application.If this is the case, they will have to contribute at least 20% of their research time to this programme.Staff working on your programmeWe will cover the salary costs of all staff, full or part-time, who will work on your grant.Staff members may include:research assistants or technicians employed on your grantspecialist service staff, for example data analysis, fieldwork and clinical studiesproject manager, if you have multiple applicants on your programmesupport if you or a member of staff employed on your grant is disabled or has a long-term health condition – see 'Disability-related adjustment support'.



How to apply: stages of application
1. Make sure to read the full details of the Award 
2. Applications are submitted online via Grant Tracker System.
3. Submit your application to your host organization (MU) for 
approval 
4. Host organisation (MU) reviews your application and submits it to 
Wellcome Trust via Grant Tracker
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Print a hard copy of your proposal and send it to ORS at least 3 days before the deadline. ORS will forward it to MU, who will review and may ask you to make changes to your application.



Key dates and importance note

Grants categories Deadline MU deadline (for 
hard copy)

Early-career Awards 26 October 2021, 17.00 
GMT/BST

18 October 2021

Career Development 
Awards

16 November 2021 17.00 
GMT/BST

8 November 2021

Discovery Awards 11 November 2021 17.00 
GMT/BST

5 November 2021

According to MU announcement, applicants must send a hard copy of their 
proposal to MU before dates as listed in following table. Otherwise, MU 
won't confirm research proposal in the Grant Tracker System
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Please send the hard copy to ORS 2-3 days before MU deadline.



How to apply: stages of application
5. Shortlisting- shortlisted applicants will get an interview.
6. Written expert review- external written expert review will be 
sent to you before your interview.
7. Interview- interview will be held at Wellcome offices in 
London. 
8. Funding decision- you will receive and email regarding the 
result of your application
9. Feedback- unsuccessful applicants will receive a written 
feedback (decision point, reasons)
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Wellcome Trust will support you with the requirements going to London. If not available, interview can be done remotely (online)You will need to send a pre-recorded presentation of your proposal a day before your interview.February 2022- shortlistingMay 2022- interviews



Other Wellcome awards
Applicants for Early-Career Awards can be a coapplicant on a 
Discovery Award.

Applicants for Career Development Awards can be a 
coapplicant on up to two Discovery Awards.

Applicants for Discovery Awards can be a coapplicant on up 
to two Discovery Awards. 
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Researchers cannot be a coapplicant on more than two Discovery Awards.



Quick links
◦ Wellcome Trust funding schemes- https://wellcome.org/grant-
funding

◦ Guide How to Use Grant Tracker System-
https://wellcome.org/grant-funding/guidance/how-use-grant-
tracker

◦ Grant Tracker System-
https://wtgrants.wellcome.org/Login.aspx?ReturnUrl=/
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Researchers cannot be a coapplicant on more than two Discovery Awards.
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Project Self 
Assessment 
Form
Dr.Boosaree Titapiwatanakun
27 October 2021
ORS Channel



Rational

• แบบประเมินนี ้มีวตัถปุระสงคเ์พ่ือเก็บรวบรวมขอ้มลูท่ีถกูตอ้งของโครงการวิจยัท่ีเริม่ตน้เม่ือปี พ.ศ. 2564 

เป็นตน้ไป อนัจะเป็นการสง่เสรมิใหง้านวิจยัของคณะเวชศาสตรเ์ขตรอ้น สอดคลอ้งกบักฎหมาย และ

มาตรฐานจรยิธรรมการวิจยัตา่งๆ 

พ.ร.บ.คุม้ครองพนัธ์ุพืช 

พ.ศ. 2542
พ.ร.บ. อุทยานแห่งชาต ิพ.ศ. 2562
พ.ร.บ. สงวนและคุ้มครองสัตว์ป่า พ.ศ. 

2562

พ.ร.บ.ยาเสพติดใหโ้ทษ 

พ.ศ. 2562



Project Self 
Assessment 
Form



Only 3 Easy Steps to Complete the Form !!!

1. https://www.tm.mahidol.ac.th/research/
2. Fill the form on-line
3. The copy of “Project Self Assessment” form will be 

automatically sending to your E-mail!!!

https://www.tm.mahidol.ac.th/research/


ORS Webpage 

• First page < Forms
• Human research protection
• Animal research protection 
• Biosafety and Biosecurity



Fill the form on-line



1. Approval by Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) / 
Ethics Committee (EC)





3. Approval by Institutional 
Biosafety Committee (IBC)



4. Approval by Department of 
Agriculture (DOA) under sections 52 
and 53 of the Plant Varieties 
Protection Act B.E. 2542 (1999)

พ.ร.บ.คุม้ครองพนัธ์ุพืช 

พ.ศ. 2542



4. Approval by Department of Agriculture (DOA) under sections 52 
and 53 of the Plant Varieties Protection Act B.E. 2542 (1999)

พ.ร.บ.คุม้ครองพนัธ์ุพืช 

พ.ศ. 2542



https://op.mahidol.ac.th/ra/



https://op.mahidol.ac.th/ra/



5. Approval by MU 
committee of medical 
cannabis research



6. Approval by Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant 
Conservation (DNP)

พ.ร.บ. อุทยานแห่งชาต ิพ.ศ. 2562
พ.ร.บ. สงวนและคุ้มครองสัตว์ป่า พ.ศ. 

2562



https://op.mahidol.ac.th/ra/



Project Self Assessment Form 
is in your e-mail !!!





Complimentary Gift Bag 



https://giphy.com/expl
ore/safe-virus
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